
FASTMAN 
MANAGEMENT SUITE
FOR EXTENDED ECM

Our comprehensive, cloud-enabled and off-cloud solution designed to streamline 
your business’ data permissions, ensure information security, enforce access 
controls, manage bulk data, facilitate smooth data transfers, and handle extraction 
processes efficiently.

An all-inclusive solution tailored to 
manage your business’ data.

• Enhance your extended ECM to 
swiftly manage your business’ 
data permissions, information 
security, access controls, bulk 
data operations, seamless data 
transfers, and extraction tasks

• An integrated suite of software 
solutions working together 
to increase your security and 
simplify the process.

The Fastman Management Suite 
provides tools that empower your 
extended ECM database to perform 
data management tasks at a faster 
pace, with improved accuracy and 
enhanced security. Our suite of 
products work together seamlessly, 
increasing their effectiveness and 
giving you complete control over your 
data, your users, and your business. 
Our integrated user interface makes 
even complex tasks easier to manage 
with minimal training and without 
the need for complex and expensive 
scripts or IT support.

The Fastman Management Suite 
bundles Fastman’s most requested 
solutions together:

• Permissions Manager

• Permissions Manager for Outlook

• Access Manager

• Bulk Data Manager

• Bridge Connector

• Extract Tool

More Powerful 
Together

A Comprehensive
Suite



Fastman is a trusted provider of 
Extended ECM information security 
solutions, with almost 20 years of 
experience in this field. Fastman offers 
a unique combination of technological 
capabilities and expertise in OpenText 
and SAP Extended ECM products that 
are unmatched in the market. Its tools 
enhance the functionality helping clients 
manage their data more effectively, 
automate manual tasks, and reduce 
the risk of errors. Fastman’s customer 
service is exceptional, with ongoing 
support and training to ensure clients 
can use its products and services 
effectively.

Increased ROI From Extended ECM
• Increased efficiency
• Reduced errors
• Reduced technical support required
• Faster issue mitigation

At Fastman, we understand the 
importance of maintaining the 
integrity of your information, and 
we have the necessary expertise 
and tools to ensure that your data 
remains secure and accurate. 

Your Partner In Data 
Integrity

MANAGEMENT SUITE KEY FEATURES

A Suite of Tools Working Together
A bundled system providing simplicity and 
cost savings.

Dependable Support
All products supported by Fastman’s 
renowned service model.
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A Complete Solution
Enhance all aspects of your data 
management.


